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Abstract

Despite being the most widely used Secure Shell Protocol (SSH) implementation, OpenSSH only supports a very limited number of authentication mechanisms including passwords, public keys, and Kerberos. The extension of OpenSSH with support for authentication using federated identities addresses the security risks associated with password-based authentication, prevents cumbersome management of public keys, and streamlines user management by enabling Single Sign-On (SSO) capabilities across diverse systems and platforms. We present oinit, a collection of programs extending OpenSSH to support any OpenID Connect identity provider for authentication. Our certificate-based solution integrates seamlessly with standard OpenSSH and does not require any changes in users’ existing workflows or used programs.
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Introduction

The Secure Shell Protocol (SSH) is still the most used network protocol for login and execution of commands on remote servers, with OpenSSH being the most prominent and widespread implementation [1,2]. Several authentication and authorization protocols like OAuth [3], OpenID [4], Kerberos [5, 6] and SAML [7] exist and are used for Internet services today. However, OpenSSH still only offers a limited number of authentication methods including passwords, public keys, and Kerberos [8]. Passwords are known to suffer from security problems like low entropy and re-use. Public key-based authentication is cumbersome at large scale, is missing feature like key expiration and introduces new challenges to users, e.g., private key loss and compromise. While Kerberos can be used with OpenSSH, its configuration is complex and is difficult to set up between multiple realms or organizations. Other solutions like LDAP [9] suffer from similar limitations.

At the same time, authenticating to services with an existing account has become normal in the world wide web. Users are used to being able to log in to external services and websites using their existing Google, Apple, or university account[10, 11, 12]. This is especially true in the context of federated services deployed at research institutions, where a single existing home account at any institution grants a user access to services of partnering institutions. For example, students and researchers at universities in Baden-Württemberg benefit from access to services like data storage (bwSync&Share) and computation resources (bwCloud) hosted across different institutions and cities. Similarly, federated services are a core concept in distributed and grid computing like the Worldwide LHC Computing Grid (WLCG) project, where collaboration between numerous institutions and data centers worldwide is necessary.

Our goal is to extend OpenSSH with support for authentication using federated identities, based on the established OpenID Connect protocol. This brings advantages of federated identities including Single Sign-On (SSO), scalability and interoperability to OpenSSH. It thus allows users to conveniently use federated identities for authentication, while the burden of user management and authentication is offloaded to their home organizations. We limit ourselves to OpenSSH and rely on existing programs for communication with OpenID Connect identity providers (oidc-agent) and user provisioning (motley_cue). Our aim is to seamlessly integrate into users’ existing SSH workflows, while at the same time not requiring any changes to the OpenSSH source code.

This thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 2 (Foundations) introduces protocols and programs we build upon, while chapter 3 (Related Work) discusses existing approaches for this problem. In chapter 4 (Problem analysis), we define our goals and limitations. Further, we detail the analysis of OpenSSH and possibilities for an integration of OpenID Connect. Chapter 5 (Implementation) describes the architecture and realization of our solution. We evaluate our implementation regarding security and our defined goals in chapter 6 (Evaluation). The thesis completes with and mentions possible further work in chapter 7 (Conclusion).
Foundations

2.1 Secure Shell Protocol (SSH) and OpenSSH

The Secure Shell Protocol is a network protocol intended for login and the execution of commands on remote computers. As the name implies, SSH provides cryptography to allow secure connections on insecure or untrusted networks. SSH is designed as a client-server architecture [13] and is based on the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP). The original SSH protocol version 1, referred to as SSH-1, was developed by Tatu Ylönen at the Helsinki University of Technology in 1995. The cryptographically improved but incompatible version 2 of the protocol (SSH-2) was developed and later standardized by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) in 2006. It is preferred today by most implementations, and SSH-1 is only supported by some clients for backwards-compatibility.

OpenSSH [8] is a suite of programs and today’s most popular implementation of the Secure Shell Protocols, however support for SSH-1 was dropped in version 7.7 [1][2] (03.10.2017). Started as a fork of Ylönen’s SSH-1 implementation, it was originally developed for the OpenBSD operating system, however a version called OpenSSH Portable is available and installed by default on most Linux distributions, Microsoft Windows, Apple macOS as well as various other operating systems. Next to the OpenSSH daemon sshd (server) and the remote login client ssh, OpenSSH includes programs such as scp (secure file copy), sftp (secure file transfer) and ssh-agent (authentication agent).

The OpenSSH authentication agent (implementing the agent protocol [14]) is a service program able to store private keys for authentication in memory. This allows a user to (temporarily) add keys to the agent and then use them multiple times, without the need to re-enter additional information such as a passphrase for decryption. OpenSSH also supports forwarding of this agent via the login client ssh, allowing stored keys to be used on a remote computer without the need to transmit or store private information there. Port forwarding can be used to forward TCP connections via ssh, allowing other network protocols not implementing encryption themselves to benefit from SSH’s cryptography. While a common use case of SSH is to login to a remote computer and opening a shell for interactive access, SSH can also directly execute remote commands [15]. Multiple popular command-line programs such as git and rsync can make use of this, effectively using SSH as a transport protocol.

OpenSSH supports multiple core and extension authentication methods. These meth-

[https://www.openssh.com/releasenotes.html#7.6]
ods include password-based authentication [16], a generic challenge-response method (keyboard-interactive) [17], GSSAPI authentication/key-exchange [18] for Kerberos, host-based as well as public-key authentication including OpenSSH certificates [16]. Section 4.3 describes these authentications methods in detail.

2.2 Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP)

The Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) is a communication protocol used to exchange hypermedia information between clients and servers [19], originally developed by Tim Berners-Lee at CERN [20]. Like SSH, most versions operate over TCP, while only the most recent iteration HTTP/3 is based on QUIC and therefore User Datagram Protocol (UDP) instead. It makes use of Transport Layer Security (TLS) for encrypting connections.

HTTP is the fundamental building block of the World Wide Web, used by clients to request websites from servers, usually in the form of HyperText Markup Language (HTML), Cascading Style Sheets (CSS), JavaScript and media files. To request and send data, clients make use of HTTP methods such as GET and POST. The server then responds with a status code and the requested data or a confirmation. Today, HTTP is not just used for websites but also as building block for Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) and other communication protocols such as REST, Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) and WebDAV.

2.3 Representational State Transfer (REST)

REST is an architectural style for designing web-based APIs. It defines constraints and conventions for building web services, emphasizing the use of standard HTTP methods such as GET, POST, PUT, and DELETE to perform operations on resources represented as URLs. Communication in REST is stateless, meaning each request from a client to a server must contain all the information needed to understand and process it. This architectural style has gained widespread adoption due to its compatibility with the World Wide Web’s infrastructure and its ability to facilitate loosely coupled, scalable, and interoperable systems. As REST is an architectural style rather than a protocol, no official standard but only classification models based on fulfillment of REST principles exist.

2.4 JSON Web Token (JWT)

JSON Web Token (JWT) is a proposed data format standard based on the JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) format, intended to be used in web contexts [21]. JWTs can be signed by its issuer, allowing them to be verified by another party.

As shown in figure 2.1, a JWT consists of three parts: a header, payload, and signature. The header defines the type of token and the algorithm used for generating the signature, for example RS256 for Rivest-Shamir-Adleman (RSA) using the SHA-256 hash function.
The payload contains multiple JSON fields called claims. While some claim names are registered in the RFC (such as `iss` for the issuer and `exp` the expiration time), the payload may also contain any custom claims defined by the JWT issuer. The signature part is generated by the defined algorithm and based on the header and payload.

The three parts can be individually base64url-encoded and concatenated using a period, resulting in a compact string that can be used in Uniform Resource Locators (URLs), HTTP headers and other contexts.

```
$ echo $TOKEN
eyJhb[...trIn0.eYjle[...R1In0.Ly20G[...6m0Jw # cut in length here

# header
$ jq -R 'split(\"\") | [.0] | @base64d | fromjson' <<< $TOKEN
{
  "alg": "RS256",
  "typ": "JWT",
  "kid": "o6XzGhu2PQJHB0XARfkw4gwq3f3B8Li7Lae4yqhKk"
}

# payload
$ jq -R 'split(\"\") | [.1] | @base64d | fromjson' <<< $TOKEN
{
  "exp": 1693580042,
  "iat": 1693578600,
  "auth_time": 1692781200,
  "jti": "832a5af1-a6b2-41ab-b95e-774bd14387b8",
  "iss": "https://oidc.scc.kit.edu/auth/realms/kit",
  "sub": "ea1b8e21-3654-4178-bd04-98c6ad5f8951",
  "typ": "Bearer",
  "azp": "7b3b85df-1965-41b9-b4e2-476f0eb0d5df",
  "session_state": "43aa4866-945c-4a60-b61f-ca1810e2e690",
  "acr": "1",
  "scope": "openid offline_access profile base",
  "sid": "43aa4866-943c-4a60-b61f-ca1710f2e690",
  "edupersonScopedAffiliation": [
    "member@kit.edu",
    "student@kit.edu"
  ],
  "preferred_username": "uelri",
  "edupersonPrincipalName": "uelri@student.kit.edu"
}
```

Figure 2.1: Example of encoded and decoded JWT.
2.5 Federated identities

Federated identities or federated identity management refers to the concept of enabling user authentication and authorization across multiple services/applications using a single set of credentials. Instead of registering and authenticating at a service provider directly, a user is registered at and managed by an identity provider. To use a service, the user logs in at an identity provider, who sends the user’s identity information to the service provider for an authorization decision. This concept therefore relies on mutual trust relationships between identity and service providers.

The use of federated identities is convenient for users, as a single set of credentials can be used for multiple services. This is often combined with SSO. For service providers, the use of federated identities can reduce administrative burdens, as no user and credential management is necessary. Due to the use of interoperable protocols, a service provider can also allow authentication using multiple different identity providers without additional cost or scalability problems.

Federated identity management is heavily used in research communities due to the increasing need to share research data and services across collaborators from different institutions across the world [23]. To standardize federated identity management systems for research based on existing technologies, attempts such as the AARC Blueprint Architecture have been developed [24]. It is based on widely used protocols such as SAML, OAuth 2.0, and OpenID Connect, defines user attributes used for authentication/authorization and defines a protocol translation layer that integrates a proxy, discovery service and means to translate identity tokens between different technologies.

2.6 OpenID Connect

OpenID Connect is the third generation of OpenID, an authentication protocol intended for web and mobile applications [4]. It is based on the OAuth 2.0 framework, defines a REST API and uses JWTs.

OpenID Connect allows users registered at an identity provider (or OpenID provider) to authenticate themselves (e.g., via username and password), resulting in an identity token as well as an access token that can be given to a relying party. Optionally, a refresh token can be used to re-request expired identity/access tokens. An identity token, encoded as a JWT, contains signed information such as a name or email address in the form of claims. A relying party, such as a website, can use this information to reliably authenticate users without the need to store login information (usernames, passwords, ...) itself. In contrast, access tokens (usually also encoded as JWT, however not required by the OpenID Connect protocol) do not contain personal information but rather allow a relying party to access some resource on behalf of the user. Access tokens are often used as Bearer tokens in the context of REST APIs.

OpenID Connect supports multiple possible authentication flows, which define how a
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Figure 2.2: OpenID Connect authorization code flow to obtain an access token, which is used to access a protected resource.

user authenticates him-/herself using an OpenID Connect client. Examples include the password flow (send password to identity provider), the authorization code flow (login at identity provider website, redirect back to client application) and device flow (use second device with browser). Figure 2.2 shows the basic functionality of the OpenID Connect authorization code flow. The user starts the authorization code flow using a relying party (RP), such as a web browser (1). This RP requests an authorization code from the identity provider (2), which has to authenticate the user first (3). Usually, this means that a set of credentials (username & password) must be entered. After successful authentication of the user and authorization of the RP (4), an auth code is generated and sent back to the RP (5). This auth code can then be used to obtain access, identity, and refresh tokens from a different IdP endpoint (6, 7). To access some protected resource, the access token is included in a request (8). After verification of the token signature, validity date and other claims (9), access is granted and the resource sent back to the RP (10).

Many popular service providers such as Google ("Sign In with Google") and Apple ("Sign In with Apple") as well as universities such as the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology implement OpenID Connect as identity provider.

https://developers.google.com/identity/openid-connect/openid-connect
2.7 oidc-agent

oidc-agent is a collection of programs that help requesting and managing OpenID Connect access tokens from the command-line [25]. The project follows the design of ssh-agent in that a central agent service called oidc-agent communicates with OpenID Connect identity providers and stores received access tokens in memory.

The included oidc-gen program generates account configurations with information about the provider, authentication flow, scopes and more. The oidc-add program can load account configurations into the agent, the client program oidc-token can then be used to request access tokens for these account configurations. Securely stored refresh tokens are automatically used to request new access tokens if expired, without the need to re-authenticate at the identity provider.

The oidc-agent offers an Inter-Process Communication (IPC) API via Unix sockets that can be used to load account configurations and request access tokens [26]. Libraries for C, Python and Go are available that make use of this API.

2.8 motley_cue and mccli

motley_cue is a program to (de-)provision Linux user accounts given OpenID Connect access tokens after previous authorization [27]. It can be configured to accept tokens from different identity providers and supports multiple user backends including local Unix accounts, LDAP and bwIDM. Authorization decisions are based on levels of assurance and various access tokens claims, such as virtual organization or group memberships. Multiple strategies considering different token claims (name, given name, email address, memberships, ...) can be used to map OpenID Connect identities to account usernames and groups. motley_cue offers a REST API to deploy, suspend and manage accounts given an OpenID Connect access token as Bearer token.

An integration with SSH is possible by installing a Pluggable Authentication Module (PAM) and configuring the OpenSSH daemon to offer challenge-response authentication (keyboard-interactive) [28]. This will prompt users of the ssh command to enter an access token instead of a password. A modification of OpenSSH source code is not necessary.

mccli is a small wrapper program around ssh that aims to make SSH access to servers using motley_cue easy [29]. It can request an OpenID Connect access token via oidc-agent, call the motley_cue REST API to provision a local user account and then invoke the ssh program with the correct username and arguments. Additionally, mccli also offers an identical wrapper for the scp program. Like motley_cue, it does not require a modification of OpenSSH source code.

Related Work

Several different approaches for an integration of federated identity authentication into OpenSSH already exist.

In the COmanage open-source project, developed by the Internet2 Middleware Initiative, users can authenticate themselves using a chosen OpenID Connect identity provider at a web-based registry [30]. After approval of a newly registered account, a SSH public key can then by uploaded by the user. It is stored in a LDAP server, which SSH servers such as the OpenSSH daemon can be configured to use as user database. To authenticate in a SSH connection, the SSH client uses a corresponding private key and fixed username determined based on his federated identity. A similar approach is taken in the Token Translation Service (WaTTS) developed at the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT) for the INDIGO Data Cloud project [31, 32]. Using a WaTTS SSH plugin, users can generate or upload a SSH key pair after OpenID Connect authentication [33]. The public key is then deployed to SSH servers, at which the user can authenticate using his/her private key. These approaches require multiple interaction steps by the user, who must authenticate in a web browser before uploading a manually generated SSH key. The SSH connection is then based on a pre-determined username, and uploaded public keys do not expire. A variety of other similar approaches exist, which often rely on a LDAP server as user backend.

To integrate OpenID Connect authentication into the SSH connection itself, several approaches based on Linux Pluggable Authentication Modules (PAMs) exist. E. Bonelo developed a custom PAM module based on the CYCLONE platform [34, 35]. When connecting to a SSH server using keyboard-interactive authentication, the PAM module starts a HTTP server and prompts the user to visit a URL. After authentication with an OpenID Connect identity provider in the browser, the PAM module obtains a JWT access token for validation and requests further user info from the identity provider. If the obtained federated identity e-mail address is listed in a user’s personal configuration file inside the home directory, authorization is granted. This approach requires an existing Unix account that has been configured with allowed e-mail addresses.

A similar PAM module was developed by UK Research and Innovation (UKRI) based on previous work by M. Univerzita [36, 37]. It allows users to authenticate using the OAuth 2.0 device flow after visiting a generated URL in a browser. SSH clients must specify a username to use, which is compared with a configurable attribute from the OAuth user info for authorization.

motley_cue is a mapper service for OpenID Connect identities, developed by D. Gudu
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at KIT [27]. It can be used alongside PRACE-LAB’s PAM module to integrate into SSH, where the user is then prompted for an access token instead of a password [28]. The PAM module authorizes users based on OpenID Connect user info (such as preferred username) or by calling `motley_cue`, which considers virtual organizations/group memberships listed in the access token. A command-line wrapper program called `mccli` can be used on the client side to obtain OpenID Connect access tokens (via `oidc-agent`), deploy a user on-demand, and pass tokens to `ssh` automatically.

Attempts at modifying the OpenSSH source code to include other authentication methods have been made as well. This includes GSI-OpenSSH, a patched version of OpenSSH that supports authentication using Globus GSI (Grid Security Infrastructure) [38]. The project has been discontinued in 2018 and since mostly replaced with a PAM-based solution called Globus Auth SSH, later renamed XSEDE OAuth SSH [39] [40]. Next to the PAM module, it relies on client wrapper programs `oauth-ssh-token` and `oauth-ssh` to obtain and use OAuth tokens from Globus Auth. Identities are mapped to remote Unix usernames using a unique suffix per identity provider or a text-based map file. The SciToken SSH PAM module was later developed by Y. A. Gao et al. to overcome some limitations of XSEDE OAuth SSH [41].

Some commercial solutions focused on the use in corporate environments have also been developed in recent years, with some parts made available open-source. These include Smallstep SSH and Teleport, which are based on SSH certificates for authentication [42] [43]. Smallstep offers a client command-line program to obtain access tokens from OpenID Connect identity providers (called provisioners) [44]. A self-hostable CA issues SSH certificates that are then used for authentication. Remote user accounts must be created manually, whereas the usernames must match the e-mail address local part used to authenticate at the access token provisioner. Similarly, Teleport by Gravitational Inc. offers a command line client to authenticate at different OpenID Connect providers. Based on received access tokens, certificates for multiple services (Kubernetes, PostgreSQL, ...) including SSH can be obtained and used for authentication. Alternatively, Teleport offers a PAM module that can create user accounts on-demand, if a username was specified by the SSH client [45].
Problem analysis

In this chapter, we address the challenges to overcome when integrating OpenID Connect authentication into OpenSSH. First, we define several goals that a viable implementation should fulfill.

4.1 Goals and limitations

G1: No change in users’ workflows
Users must not be required to change their existing workflow but be able to use the program and other SSH-based programs as common. This means that wrapper programs must not be required and SSH-based programs like git and rsync must work without any configuration. Additionally, no SSH built-in functionality such as the execution of remote commands, agent forwarding or jump servers should be broken. Integration into the ssh program should be tight, so that no manual user intervention such as copying or inserting tokens is required.

G2: Multiple OpenID Connect identity providers
A SSH server must be able support multiple OpenID Connect identity providers for authentication, which the SSH client can select from.

G3: Retain the benefits of federated identities
Advantages of federated identities and OpenID Connect, including SSO capabilities, interoperability, token expiry and revocation must be retained. At the same time, a solution must not suffer from the same drawbacks as existing authentication methods. This includes re-use of password or risk of private key loss/compromise.

G4: Dynamic usernames based on federated identity
User accounts must be deployed on-demand, that is on first SSH connection. The username used for connecting must be allowed to be chosen by the SSH server and not the user. This implies that users must be able to connect via SSH without knowing their, possibly yet to be deployed, username.

G5: No source code changes
It must not be required to change the source code of the SSH implementation, as this poses additional challenges such as distribution of the modified code. Additionally, it requires gaining trust of users and system operators in running that modified software, which may be used to give users access to security-critical systems.
**G6: Secure and tamper-proof**
The system must be secure, meaning that the SSH connection must not be tampered with. It must not be possible to abuse the system to gain SSH access without permission, or to impersonate another user account without adequate rights.

We limit our integration efforts to work with OpenSSH, as it is the most widely used implementation for client and server [1][2]. Supporting other SSH implementations such as Dropbear SSH [46] may require completely different approaches and is therefore out of scope for this thesis. Our program must be able to run on Unix-like operating systems, including popular Linux distributions and Apple macOS. Support for other operating systems, especially Microsoft Windows, may be considered but often proves to be difficult due to fundamental differences in architecture and available features.

As the intention of our integration is to extend and work alongside existing solutions without necessarily replacing them, we may base our solution on existing work to prevent re-implementations without benefits. This holds true for motley_cue, which supports user authorization and account provisioning for multiple backends and provides a REST API for interaction. For retrieval of access token from OpenID Connect providers, we may use oidc-agent and its libraries.

### 4.2 Considerations

To integrate federated identity authentication using OpenID Connect into OpenSSH, several aspects must be considered:

1. **User identity mapping**: It is necessary to map federated identities to Unix account names based on claims contained in the JWT. Claims differ between identity providers and unique values across identity providers are not guaranteed. Additionally, valid Unix account names are usually limited to 32 ASCII characters, which is a smaller space than all possible federated identity IDs.

2. **Technology harmonization**: OpenID Connect is based on the exchange of tokens, whereas OpenSSH authentication uses passwords or asymmetric cryptography. Therefore, it is necessary to either extend OpenSSH, transport tokens via existing authentication mechanisms, or to exchange a token with credentials usable by OpenSSH.

3. **Authentication and authorization**: While authentication is done by a chosen identity provider, authorization decisions based on virtual organization/group memberships or other JWT claims must be made before a SSH connection.

4. **Account provisioning**: After authentication and authorization, user accounts need to be provisioned automatically and on-demand. Group memberships of the federated identity must be respected as well. The newly generated username must then be propagated back to OpenSSH.
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5. **Credentials management**: Any used OpenID Connect and OpenSSH credentials must be securely stored and accessible for use. Also, it is necessary to consider expiration and possible revocation of any credentials.

6. **User experience**: All benefits of OpenID Connect, such as the ability to use different identity providers and SSO need to be integrated into OpenSSH.

7. **Security**: The security of OpenSSH authentication must not be broken. Additionally, some form of logging for audits should be possible.

Some of these aspects can be addressed using existing tools, such as oidc-agent for OpenID Connect authentication/credential management and motley_cue for user identity mapping, some authorization decisions and account provisioning. Therefore, we focus on the remaining un-covered aspects as well as the seamless integration of all tools. In the following sections, we present our analysis of OpenSSH to address the transport/exchange of access tokens (section 4.3), the seamless integration into OpenSSH (section 4.4) and the dynamic user provisioning (section 4.5), while combining everything into a seamless user experience.

### 4.3 Authentication methods

As we do not want to change OpenSSH source code and do not wish to change users’ SSH workflows, we must analyze OpenSSH’s built-in authentication methods to evaluate their possible use for federated identity authentication. Apart from the none authentication method, the most recent version of OpenSSH supports authentication via password, keyboard-interactive, GSSAPI (gssapi-with-mic), publickey, hostbased and certificate [16, 17, 18].

#### 4.3.1 Password

In password-based authentication, the user is prompted to enter a password, which is then transferred to the OpenSSH daemon in clear text (the packet containing the password is encrypted at transport level). The daemon uses the transmitted password to compare against a password database such as the /etc/passwd file or another PAM backend. Figure 4.1 shows how password authentication looks from the perspective of a user. On first connection to an unknown host, the user is asked to confirm the connection by verifying the presented fingerprint (out-of-band). Further connections will not ask for confirmation, as the host and its fingerprint are added to a known_hosts file. This security principle is called Trust On First Use (TOFU), which OpenSSH relies on for most authentication methods. If the entered password is accepted by the OpenSSH daemon, the user will get access to an interactive login shell.

Unfortunately, OpenSSH only allows to enter the password interactively or via the -p argument of ssh. It is not possible to enter a password via the standard input (stdin), environment variables or the configuration file ~/.ssh/config. We therefore could not
The authenticity of host 'example.com (93.184.216.34)' can't be established. ECDSA key fingerprint is SHA256:OhzHBV6tWS.../.../...
This key is not known by any other names
Are you sure you want to continue connecting (yes/no/[fingerprint])? yes
Warning: Permanently added 'example.com' (ECDSA) to the list of known hosts.

Figure 4.1: Example of a SSH connection using password-based authentication.

find a way to transport an access token as password, without requiring the user to copy and paste the token. A small wrapper program calling ssh with the -p argument is possible (such as sshpass[1]), that would mean however that users must use the wrapper program instead of ssh directly.

4.3.2 Keyboard-interactive

The keyboard-interactive authentication method is a generic, multi-round challenge-response procedure. It allows the OpenSSH daemon to request arbitrary pieces of text-based information from the client, while specifying their prompt (e.g., "token:" instead of "password:" ) and secrecy (secret input will be masked with asterisks). keyboard-interactive authentication is intended to be used with a PAM backend on the server side. Uses of this method include requesting security tokens or one-time passwords from users. Like password authentication, keyboard-interactive relies on the TOFU principle.

Due to the configurable nature and the ability to use PAM, keyboard-interactive authentication may be used to transport OpenID Connect access tokens. In fact, the mccli wrapper uses this method to transport a previously obtained access token to the OpenSSH daemon, who validates it with a custom PAM backend [28]. mccli calls the motley_cue REST API before passing the access token to the ssh command by simulating user input. Figure 4.2 shows the demonstration server prompting for an access token when connecting with the ssh command directly, as well as the mccli command necessary to automate the input of an access token.

Figure 4.2: Example of a ssh and mccli command used to connect to a demonstration server with keyboard-interactive authentication enabled.

While transporting an access token via SSH to a custom PAM is possible, we identified
two problems. Without requiring the user to actively copy and paste an access token into the `ssh` prompt, a wrapper program like `mccli` or `sshpass` is always necessary. Additionally, input to `keyboard-interactive` has a maximum length of 1023 characters, which access tokens can exceed. This is mentioned by the `mccli` developers[4], however no workaround exists.

### 4.3.3 Generic Security Service API (GSSAPI)

The Generic Security Service Application Program Interface (GSSAPI) is a standardized API that provides authentication and security services for client-server network communication protocols[47]. It enables developers of security applications to offer a GSSAPI library, which developers can then use to integrate into their applications without the need to implement complex security mechanisms themselves. The GSSAPI is comparable to Simple Authentication and Security Layer (SASL) used in SMTP, IMAP and LDAP. It is most prominently used in the Kerberos authentication protocol[6, 48]. OpenSSH implements the GSSAPI mechanisms to support Kerberos authentication, as defined in RFC4452[18]. A proposed standard for integrating OpenID into GSSAPI exists, but is not supported by OpenSSH[49].

To evaluate the possible use of a custom GSSAPI-based library for transportation of an OpenID Connect access token, it is important to understand how to integrate such a new authentication mechanism into OpenSSH. The support of Kerberos via GSSAPI in the `ssh` client is implemented by dynamically linking to the GSSAPI library. When compiling from source, the required C header files `gssapi_krb5.h` and `gssapi.h` must be present[4]. The compiled `ssh` binary then relies on the Kerberos GSSAPI library to be installed on the users operating system (e.g., `libgssapi_krb5.so.2` in the case of GNU Debian GNU/Linux[5]).

Integrating another GSSAPI-based authentication mechanism into `ssh` therefore requires linking against a different library by adapting the `Makefile`[50]. While other SSH clients such as PuTTY allow the user to specify multiple GSSAPI libraries at runtime[6], OpenSSH does not. A patch for enabling dynamic runtime loading of GSSAPI libraries in `ssh` has been proposed by Aaron Sowry in 2013, however was not accepted by the OpenSSH Portable maintainer[7]. In his reply, Damien Miller reasoned this by being concerned by "a number of potential problems", including binary incompatibility, and changing library paths between different computers. We found no evidence of further work relating to his comment about future plans to moving OpenSSH’s supported authentication methods into helper programs.

Another approach to circumvent OpenSSH’s limitation of only supporting one GSSAPI implementation at the same time was implemented by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) and the University of Illinois’s National Center for Supercomputing...
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Applications (NCSA). NCSA distributes a patch for OpenSSH allowing the simultaneous use of Kerberos and GSI authentication via GSSAPI [38], built on top of MIT’s mechglue library [8]. However, this requires applying the provided patch to OpenSSH, changing the source code. Also, the patch was last updated in 2015 for OpenSSH 7.0p1. NCSA proposed adding their GSI authentication implementation to OpenSSH in 2015, however the patch was also denied in 2020 with Damien Miller stating that there are no plans for integrating any other GSSAPI-based authentication methods [9].

We found source code modifications to be necessary for the OpenSSH daemon as well, which we want to avoid (see G5). The auth2-gss.c source file implements generic GSSAPI calls for use with the gssapi-with-mic authentication mechanism. However, gss-serv.c lists supported GSSAPI mechanisms, which currently only contains Kerberos. Adding another mechanism therefore requires changes to OpenSSH’s source code. The developers explain this by the need to translate GSSAPI identities into local Unix accounts, which is specific to the used mechanism [10]. This is confirmed by the presence of gss-serv-krb5.c, which implements this translation.

4.3.4 Public key

Authentication using asymmetric cryptography is often preferred over passwords, as it requires the possession of some key compared to only the knowledge of a password. For this authentication method, users are first required to generate a private/public key pair using the ssh-keygen program. Two files in an OpenSSH-specific format are created in the user’s “/.ssh/” directory by default, for example “/.ssh/id_ed25519” (private key file) and “/.ssh/id_ed25519.pub” (public key file). An example key pair is shown in figure 4.3. Several key types such as RSA and Edwards-curve Digital Signature Algorithm (EdDSA) are supported. The generated public key file content then must be transferred to the OpenSSH server and stored in a file accessible to sshd, by default in the user’s home directory at “/.ssh/authorized_keys”. The private key needs to remain on the client computer accessible only to the user itself, enforced by strict file permissions. It can also optionally be protected with a passphrase. To authenticate against the OpenSSH daemon in a SSH connection, the client must proof ownership of the private key. This is done by providing a cryptographic signature to the daemon, which can verify it using the public key present in “/.ssh/authorized_keys”. Like all previously presented authentication methods, public key authentication also relies on the TOFU principle.

Unfortunately, a private/public key pair generated by ssh-keygen does not contain any customizable data, which information related to a federated identity needed for authentication (e.g., OpenID Connect access token, username) could be embedded in. A custom comment can be passed to ssh-keygen on creation; however, it is just stored in plain-text alongside the actual key in the generated file. The manual states that it can be used for key identification but is never transferred to or used by the OpenSSH daemon [51].

---

[10] https://marc.info/?l=openssh-unix-dev&m=153574004725602&w=2
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$ cat id_ed25519
-----BEGIN OPENSSH PRIVATE KEY-----
b3BlbnNzaC1rZXktc2F3dGlrZnJhY2U6...ebmUA....
-----END OPENSSH PRIVATE KEY-----

$ cat id_ed25519.pub
ssh-ed25519 AAAAC3Nz...a083z This is a comment

Figure 4.3: Example of an ed25519 (EdDSA algorithm with SHA-512 and Curve25519) OpenSSH private (id_ed25519) and public key (id_ed25519.pub).

4.3.5 Host-based

Compared to the public key authentication, host-based authentication uses a private/public key pair specific to an entire computer instead of a single user. A user authenticating to an OpenSSH daemon therefore reads a computer-wide private key (usually stored in /etc/ssh/) to generate a signature, which the daemon verifies using a public key. While this authentication method is useful in some scenarios, such as in a closed computing cluster, it is difficult to securely configure and differentiation between individual users is no longer possible. We therefore find this method unsuited for our use case.

4.3.6 Certificate

While OpenSSH certificates were introduced with version 5.3 in 2010, they are still relatively unknown to most users. Compared to X.509 certificates, they are stored in a custom, simpler format and only consist of a public key, some identity information, a list of principals as well additional permissions. Interestingly, certificates do not specify their own authentication mechanism name but instead also use publickey. The ssh-keygen program can generate and sign OpenSSH certificates using a private/public key pair called certification authority (CA) [51].

Figure 4.4 shows the contents of an example OpenSSH certificate. The type of a certificate is either a user or host certificate. Additionally, it specifies which algorithm the certificate is based on. Public key and Signing key specify the OpenSSH public key that the certificate is based on and signed with (CA) respectively. The manual describes the Key ID field as an identifier logged by sshd when used for authentication. It is also used in a key revocation list when wanting to revoke certificates. Similarly, the 64-bit Serial number serves as identification for revoking certificates. It is intended to be used to distinguish certificates signed with the same CA key and identical Key ID but is set to 0 by default. Certificates are either valid forever (by default) or can specify a time range (validity interval) in the Valid field. A certificate is not accepted by sshd before its start time or after its end time. The Principals field lists one or multiple Unix usernames for which the certificate is valid. For host certificates, this field contains valid hostnames instead. Additionally, OpenSSH certificates contain optional Critical Options and Extensions. The manual lists force-command as the only possible Critical
Options, which forces the execution of a command by `sshd` instead of executing a user-specified command or spawning an interactive shell. Extensions allow and disallow certain OpenSSH features including PTY allocation as well as agent, port and X11 forwarding.

```bash
$ ssh-keygen -L -f user-key-cert.pub
user-key-cert.pub:
  Type: ssh-ed25519-cert-v01@openssh.com user certificate
  Public key: ED25519-CERT SHA256:rkSKv...
  Signing CA: ED25519 SHA256:xw9aV... (using ssh-ed25519)
  Key ID: "user@example.com"
  Serial: 0
  Valid: from 2023-09-01T14:30:00 to 2023-09-02T14:30:00
  Principals:
    user
  Critical Options:
    force-command whoami
  Extensions:
    permit-X11-forwarding
    permit-agent-forwarding
    permit-port-forwarding
    permit-pty
    permit-user-rc
```

Figure 4.4: Example of an OpenSSH user certificate.

Compared to public keys, OpenSSH certificates include some benefits and solve some security problems:

- Certificates are issued for specific users or hostnames, whereas a private/public key pair can be re-used by different users and hosts.

- Certificates can include an optional validity interval, which means they can automatically expire. Public keys do not support this and must be manually revoked if desired.

- Certificates can include restrictions, such as disallowing port or agent forwarding. For public keys, this is only possible by modifying the `~/.ssh/authorized_keys` file and making sure the user itself cannot modify this file.

- Certificates can contain a custom forced command. Like restrictions, public keys only support this by modifying the `~/.ssh/authorized_keys` file.

- Certificates do not rely on the TOFU principle. Instead, the `ssh` client also verifies the signature of a certificate presented by the OpenSSH daemon.

11Forwarding of graphical applications via the X Window System
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Figure 4.5: Example steps and configuration of an OpenSSH certificate authentication setup (using separate user and host CA key pairs).

- Certificates fields such as Key ID, Serial, Principals and even the Critical Options and Extension can contain arbitrary values. As the certificate can be signed, these fields cannot later be modified without breaking the signature.

It must be noted that using OpenSSH certificates for authentication requires some configuration of both the OpenSSH daemon as well as clients. Figure 4.5 illustrates the steps and configuration necessary for certificate authentication. This example uses the recommended setup of two separate key pairs for the user CA and host CA, however it is possible to use a single key pair. Also, this setup implies a CA instance separate from the OpenSSH server. This way, it is possible to issue host certificates for multiple independent OpenSSH servers based on the same host CA key pair. For scenarios with a single OpenSSH server, the same server can also take on the tasks of the CA.

The illustrated setup is based on four OpenSSH private/public key pairs: a user key pair, user CA and host CA key pairs as well as a host key pair. The ssh-keygen commands to generate all key pairs and certificates are listed in the appendix. To authenticate itself against clients, the sshd requires a host certificate. This certificate is issued by the CA by signing the public host key with the host CA private key. sshd needs to be configured to present this certificate to clients using the HostKey and HostCertificate keyword in its configuration file /etc/ssh/sshd_config. Additionally, it is necessary to specify that user certificates signed by the user CA should be accepted (with the TrustedUserCAKeys keyword). Like the host certificate, a user certificate is issued by signing the user’s public key with the user CA private key. To let ssh known which host certificates to trust, the contents of the host CA public key must be added to ~/.ssh/known_hosts with a special @cert-authority directive. A connection to the OpenSSH daemon then uses the issued user certificate as well as the user’s private key. If either the user or host certificate were issued with a limited validity, they must be re-issued manually after their expiry.

When a client authenticates to an OpenSSH daemon, both parties exchange certificates...
which are validated by the other side. A ssh client verifies the received host certificate using the listed principals and by validating its signature against the CA public key listed in the local ~/.ssh/known_hosts file. The sshd daemon verifies the user certificate by checking the listed principals and signature using the user CA public key configured with TrustedUserCAKeys. If both sides accept the certificate, authentication succeeds. sshd also checks allowed connection features listed in the extensions and executes the force-command critical option, if specified. Compared to all previously presented authentication mechanisms, certificate authentication does not rely on TOFU by asking the user to verify a fingerprint presented by the OpenSSH daemon. Rather, the user must trust a host CA to only issue host certificates to trusted servers. Similarly, the OpenSSH server administrators must trust a user CA to only issue certificates to trusted users.

OpenSSH certificates are interesting for our use case, as some fields allow custom content to be specified when issued. Therefore, embedding an OpenID Connect access token inside a certificate might be possible. We ruled out the Serial field, as it can only contain 64-bit numbers, in which access token do not fit. Similarly, we ruled out the Principals field as it is evaluated by sshd to contain the correct username or hostname. Embedding an access token as additional principal creates security problems, as forging usernames is very easy. Therefore, we found the fields Key ID and the force-command critical option to be possible candidates, which we evaluate in the following sections.

### KeyID field

The Key ID field can contain any string with arbitrary length. Embedding an OpenID Connect access token is therefore possible. The challenge is finding a way to extract this token in or by sshd.

The OpenSSH daemon configuration supports an AuthorizedPrincipalsCommand keyword, which specifies a command to execute when a connection using OpenSSH certificates is received by sshd. This command is supposed to return a list of allowed principals, which are then compared with the principals listed in the received user certificate. Because sshd can pass certain tokens to this command via arguments, including the Key ID field of the certificate (with the %i placeholder), we found that it might be possible to abuse this command by extracting the access token from the Key ID field to run some user account generation. However, we found no way to propagate a created username back to sshd. Using AuthorizedPrincipalsCommand, it is only possible to allow a connection by returning at least one username that is present in the certificate’s Principals field. Returning a freshly created new username that is not listed in the certificate will always deny the connection attempt.

We also identified a security problem with this approach. sshd invokes the command listed in AuthorizedPrincipalsCommand by creating a new subprocess (via fork & exec). All arguments given to this command, such as an OpenID Connect access token extracted from the Key ID field, are therefore publicly visible for all users on the system. While access tokens are usually valid only for a few minutes, any user with access to the system is still able to steal tokens by observing AuthorizedPrincipalsCommands being run by

---

12In process viewers such as top/htop or directly from the /proc/ directory.
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sshd. Attempts at not passing the Key ID field via argument but another technique also failed. sshd did not accept modified commands such as

```
AuthorizedPrincipalsCommand TOKEN=%i /usr/bin/extract-token
```

or

```
AuthorizedPrincipalsCommand /usr/bin/extract-token
<TOKEN=%i printenv TOKEN>
```

as the provided command is strictly parsed to only allow a certain syntax (an absolute path to a file, followed by whitespace-separated arguments without special characters) for security reasons. Other techniques such as the use of pipes:

```
AuthorizedPrincipalsCommand TOKEN=%i printenv TOKEN | /usr/bin/extract-token
```

result in a shell being invoked with the entire command passed as argument to `-c`, resulting in a subprocess which again leaks the token to every user:

```
bash -c "TOKEN=<access token> printenv TOKEN | /usr/bin/extract-token"
```

Additionally, the ssh-keygen manual states that the contents of Key ID are logged by sshd, which is not desirable for access tokens. Embedding into and extracting an access token from another certificate field than Key ID, such as custom Extensions results in the same security problem. We conclude that with this approach, only public and non-sensitive contents should be embedded in an OpenSSH certificate, which rules out personal access tokens.

force-command option

Like the Key ID field, the force-command critical option can be specified when issuing OpenSSH certificates. The ssh-keygen manual states that force-command can include a custom command to be run by sshd as the connecting Unix user after successful authentication. This command overrides the invocation of a login shell or the execution of a command that might have been specified by the user with

```
ssh example.com "some-command <args>"
```

It is therefore possible to embed a custom command and pass an OpenID Connect access token as program argument. While an AuthorizedPrincipalsCommand can allow or deny a connection, the difference is that the force-command is only executed after the user was already authenticated and a successful SSH connection has been established. This allows
running a custom program by sshd to handle the passed OpenID Connect access token, without tampering with the SSH connection itself. Exiting the custom program also automatically closes the SSH connection.

Unfortunately, we identified an identical security problem as to the previous approach. sshd creates a shell subprocess via fork & exec to execute the given force-command. Any arguments to this command, like an OpenID Connect access token, are therefore visible to any user. Again, adapting the command the use an environment variable instead of a program argument (force-command="TOKEN=... /usr/bin/extract-token") or other tricks are not possible, as everything is passed to the shell via the -c argument and therefore publicly visible (shown in figure 4.6). Some shells, including bash, replace themselves via exec directly instead of forking first when no pipes, stdin/stdout/stderr redirection or logical operators are present in the command passed, to not waste system resources. While this happens at shell startup and takes only a short time, it is still possible to observe the original arguments including the token before replacement. A custom shell suffers from the same problem and does not solve this security problem.

To conclude, we find that OpenSSH’s built-in authentication mechanisms all come with certain limitations when wanting to transport OpenID Connect access tokens. The password and keyboard-interactive mechanisms require manual interaction by the user, which we want to avoid (see [G1]). Additionally, keyboard-interactive is limited to a character length problematic for access tokens. A custom GSSAPI-based authentication mechanism requires changes to the source code of at least sshd, which we also want to prevent (see [G5]). Host-based authentication is not suited for our use-case due to the difficulty of differentiating between multiple users on the same client system. Public keys do not offer the ability to transport custom content such as an access token, therefore they can only be used as temporary grant in exchange for a token. To retain the benefits and features of federated identities (see [G3]), this however requires additional work such as revocation of keys. OpenSSH certificates with their built-in features such as expiration and custom force-commands seem like a possible option for the idea of this thesis, however it is only possible to embed non-sensitive content due to possible security problems when extracting it. In the sections, we evaluate how certificates could still be used for OpenID Connect authentication, even with the limitation of not being able to embed an access token directly.
4.4. Obtaining OpenSSH certificates

As our research shows that OpenSSH certificates might be usable for our thesis idea, it is necessary to find a way to prepare certificate-based authentication while at the same time not requiring any changes to users’ workflows (see G1). This especially means that ssh commands executed by users should work as expected, and no wrapper program around ssh must be required. First, it is necessary to invoke a custom external program handling the generation/issuing of a user certificate when a ssh is run, however without the user noticing. Second, the certificate must then be stored or prepared to be automatically used by the SSH connection.

The ssh manual describes that after interpretation of command line options given to the command, both a user’s local (~/.ssh/config) and system-wide configuration file (/etc/ssh/ssh_config) are read [53]. A variety of configuration keywords are supported, separated into sections by the Host keyword. Using this syntax, configuration options can be applied to specific hosts only. Figure 4.7 shows an example configuration, where a non-standard port, a fixed user and private key file should be used for connections the host example.com. Additionally, some locally set environment variables are sent in connections to each host by making use of the Host keyword’s pattern matching support.

The configuration file supports the ProxyCommand and ProxyJump keywords, which are intended to be used for configuring a custom proxy used by ssh when connecting to a host. As the command configured in this keyword is run before the actual SSH connection, it is possible to execute a custom program that generates/request an OpenSSH certificate before opening the actual proxy and allowing the SSH connection to work. A drawback of this approach for our use case is the need to configure the ProxyCommand keyword separately for every host the client wants to connect to, resulting in multiple Host sections. Also, running a local proxy (like netcat) presents a small overhead, while the proxy is not actually necessary and only abused to run a custom program before the SSH connection.

In addition to the Host keyword, the ssh configuration also support as Match keyword alongside some conditions. Apart from some built-in conditions like canonical and final, the exec condition allows the specification of an external command to run. This command must return an exit code of 0 to indicate a match, while any non-zero exit code means no match. Like the ProxyCommand, this command is executed before the actual

Figure 4.7: Extract of an example ssh user configuration file (~/.ssh/config).
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SSH connection and therefore allows to run custom code like generation of an OpenSSH certificate. Figure 4.8 shows how `Match exec` can be used to realize this. The specified command/program can also accept tokens (such as `%h` for hostname and `%p` for port), which are replaced with actual values by `ssh` when invoked. If the command returns 0, the `Match` block is considered true and all configured keywords like `User` are applied to the connection. Compared to the `ProxyCommand` keyword, this approach does not require any local proxy to run. In addition, only a single `Match` block is necessary, as the custom command can decide based on the hostname/port whether a host supports OpenID Connect authentication in the first place. If not, a non-zero exit code can be returned, which skips the entire `Match` block. As configuration files are read top to bottom and keywords defined in matching `Host/Match` sections override any later matching sections, this `Match exec` should be placed on top of the `ssh` configuration file.

We found only one pitfall of this approach, which is that in a `ssh` configuration, the use of a `CanonicalizeHostname` or `Match final` keyword results in the entire configuration to be re-parsed. Therefore, it must be considered that the custom command/program may be executed multiple times before a single `ssh` connection.

With the ability to execute an external program to generate or request an OpenSSH certificate, it is necessary to store this certificate and instruct `ssh` to use it. While each certificate could be written into their own file, it is difficult to then tell `ssh` which file to use. It is not possible to pass additional command-line arguments like `-i` to `ssh` from the configuration file. Writing the certificate file location into the `ssh` configuration file also is not possible, as it has already been parsed at that point. Sharing a single, fixed file path instead results in problems if multiple OpenSSH certificates are present at the same time (for example if the user connects to two separate OpenSSH servers).

Instead, it is possible to load a certificate and its corresponding private key into the `ssh-agent`. The SSH connection will then automatically select an appropriate certificate from the agent. Additionally, the `ssh-agent` can be instructed to delete certain certificates and private keys after some lifetime. Therefore, expired certificates can be automatically removed.

In conclusion, we find that the `ssh` configuration file can be modified to include a `Match exec` keyword. This allows the execution of an external program which can generate or issue a certificate before the actual SSH connection. Loading this certificate into the `ssh-agent` enables `ssh` to use it directly after for authentication.

---

14 This option instructs `ssh` which identity (private key, public key, certificate) to use for the connection.
4.5 Dynamic usernames

In G4, we outlined that a viable implementation should support dynamic usernames. That is, a user should be able to connect to an OpenSSH server without knowledge of his/her username, but then be presented with an interactive login shell (by default) running as a personal user account. Different OpenID Connect access tokens belonging to the same federated identity should result in the same personal user account.

The SSH authentication protocol defines that a username must be included with authentication requests [16]. Further, the RFC requires that "if the 'user name' does not exist, the authentication request MUST NOT be accepted.". Therefore, not specifying a username and letting sshd decide on which account to use is not possible. While according to the specification the username field can be left empty (empty string), it is up to sshd on how to handle this [15]. When enabled in the configuration file, the OpenSSH daemon can make use of PAM for authentication. However, OpenSSH does not implement user switching via PAM [16][17]. In addition, PAM authentication is only supported for the password, keyboard-interactive and Kerberos (GSSAPI) authentication methods but not for public keys and certificates [18]. Trying multiple authentication methods with different usernames (first method to deploy user, second method to authenticate) also is not possible, as sshd does not allow this in accordance with the authentication protocol specification [19].

In addition to the protocol preventing non-specification or changing of usernames, we found no way to implement this behavior without source code changes, as both the ProxyCommand and Match exec keywords are unable to do so. The username used by ssh is already determined based on the local username, command line options or some User keyword in the configuration file, before either of the commands are invoked. As it is not possible to change the username before the authentication attempt (on the client side) or during the authentication attempts (via PAM), we conclude that switching usernames can only happen after successful authentication.

In our previous research (section 4.3.6), we showed that the force-command critical option embedded in OpenSSH certificates is executed after authentication. This command can therefore be used to switch to a personal user account, based on either a custom program or existing Unix tools such as su. This approach implies two consequences:

1. Due to security problems outlined before, the force-command should only contain non-sensitive information. Instead of embedding an access token in the certificate, we therefore apply the idea of embedding the final username in the certificate. This requires obtaining a username before the actual SSH connection, which must then be switched to after a successful authentication.

2. As sshd requires an existing username for the SSH connection, another fixed service
Match exec "/bin/get-certificate %h %p"

User service

Figure 4.9: Example configuration of service user combined with the Match exec keyword.

user must be used. This user is only used for the SSH connection itself before switching to a personal user account specified in the certificate force-command. It must not be overwritten by the user using command-line options or a configuration section.

For the service user to be used, it must be configured in the ssh configuration file. Figure 4.9 shows how a user named service can be configured, combined with the previously presented Match exec approach for invoking an external program (section 4.4). Using this configuration, only a single Match section is required to work for all OpenSSH hosts supporting OpenID Connect-based authentication.

It must be noted that a similar approach can also be implemented using public keys instead of OpenSSH certificates, as OpenSSH’s ~/.ssh/authorized_keys file (or other files configured with AuthorizedKeysFile) also allows the specification of a command to be executed for every public key [54]. However, this approach requires constant modification and growth of the file, as new (temporary) public keys are added to a service user’s authorized keys. In comparison, the use of OpenSSH certificates does not require modification of any files, including the sshd configuration (apart from configuration necessary for certificate authentication itself). Certificates also include other benefits such as optional expiration and not relying on TOFU.
Implementation

In this chapter, we describe the implementation of a suite of programs to extend OpenSSH with support for OpenID Connect authentication. We base our architecture and design decisions on research presented in the previous chapter.

5.1 Design decisions

To integrate OpenID Connect authentication into OpenSSH, we decided to use the following approach.

On the client, the ssh configuration file is modified to invoke an external program using Match exec whenever ssh is executed. The external program obtains an OpenID Connect access token by calling oidc-agent. The access token is transferred to a certificate authority, which calls motley_cue to deploy and return a username if the user is authorized. An OpenSSH certificate is issued, in which the username is embedded via the force-command critical option. This certificate is transferred back to the client, where it is loaded into the local ssh-agent. The ssh client authenticates itself at the OpenSSH daemon using certificate-based authentication and a fixed service user. After successful authentication, the force-command is executed by sshd to switch from the service user to the personal user account deploy by motley_cue.

We chose to use Match exec to invoke an external program during a SSH connection, as this allows the user to keep his/her ssh workflow. No wrapper script is required and all built-in ssh features work as expected. At the same time, no manual user intervention such as inserting access tokens is required, which we outlined in G1. Compared to the ProxyCommand-based approach, no locally running proxy is required and a single Match section in the ssh configuration file is sufficient.

For obtaining OpenID Connect access tokens, we decided to make use of oidc-agent. It supports arbitrary identity providers (G2) and includes SSO-like capabilities by being able to load configurations into a running background process (G3). Additionally, it can be easily integrated into other programs due to its IPC API.

motley_cue is used to deploy user accounts, as it can be configured to support more than one OpenID Connect identity provider at the same time (G2). Multiple user backends and strategies for user creation are supported, therefore no re-implementation is necessary. Basing user creation on motley_cue also means that the use of mccli is also still possible simultaneously.
CHAPTER 5. IMPLEMENTATION

To prevent any changes to OpenSSH source code, we decided to make use of a built-in authentication mechanism. Even though some configuration of ssh and sshd are required, we chose to use OpenSSH certificates because of their benefits compared to public key authentication. These include improved security (no TOFU), optional expiration and the ability to embed custom content. Exchanging access tokens with temporary private/public key pairs instead would also be possible, however key expiration and revocation must then be implemented manually using e.g., ssdh's AuthorizedKeysCommand and RevokedKeys configuration keywords. By using an existing authentication mechanism, we also make sure that the SSH connection is not tampered with and still secure.

To store any received OpenSSH certificates along with private keys on the client, we chose to make use of the ssh-agent. This allows ssh to automatically select and use the correct certificate. No modification of the configuration file is required and expired certificates can automatically be removed from the ssh-agent. Also, not writing any key or certificate to disk reduces the risk of compromise.

Due to restrictions of the OpenSSH authentication protocol, we make use of the OpenSSH certificate force-command critical option to switch to a personal user account after successful authentication. By embedding this command inside certificates, no further configuration of ssdh is necessary. This also means that the SSH protocol is not tampered with in any way.

By choosing this approach, we address all aspects mentioned in section 4.2:

1. **User identity mapping**: motley_cue is used to map federated identities to local Unix accounts based on multiple JWT claims. It is integrated using the provided REST API.

2. **Technology harmonization**: OpenID Connect access tokens are exchanged with custom OpenSSH certificates which are then used for authentication.

3. **Authentication and authorization**: oidc-agent handles authentication at the identity provider once, then stores a refresh token to request access tokens. An account configuration is loaded into memory and only needs to be unlocked once after reboot. We rely on motley_cue for authorization decisions, which is configurable to use different attributes of a federated identity. Only if access to the OpenSSH server is granted, a certificates is issued for the client allowing a SSH connection.

4. **Account provisioning**: A certificate authority is responsible for provisioning user accounts on-demand by calling motley_cue. Generated usernames are embedded in an OpenSSH certificates and later used by a custom force-command to switch to the personal user account.

5. **Credentials management**: All OpenID Connect credentials are managed by oidc-agent, whereas OpenSSH credentials (certificate and private key) are loaded into ssh-agent for use by ssh.

6. **User experience**: Our approach integrates seamlessly into the ssh command and allows the selection of an identity provider. oidc-agent provides SSO functionality.
by keeping loaded account configurations in memory and requesting new access tokens using a stored refresh token.

7. Security: By relying on a built-in OpenSSH authentication mechanism, we retain OpenSSH’s security guarantees. Issued certificates and authorization decisions are logged by the CA and sshd respectively, allowing audits.

However, this approach also includes two implications:

1. As including OpenID Connect access tokens inside a certificate results in the risk of exposing them when extracted, the final username must be embedded instead. Due to the nature of some username generation strategies, motley_cue does not support reserving usernames. Therefore, user accounts cannot be deployed by sshd via the force-command. Instead, the CA must deploy the user in exchange for an access token and embeds the resulting username in the issued OpenSSH certificate. User creation is not usually a task of a certificate authority; however, this is necessary to not leak access tokens to other users. This necessary design decision does not impact the authentication process and is not noticeable by the user.

2. Due to the OpenSSH authentication protocol, a fixed service user is required for the SSH connection, before sshd switches to the previously deployed personal user account. This is configured once in the ssh configuration file, but not noticed by the user otherwise. When executing ssh, the user must not specify a custom username to use. This however can be detected and displayed as an error to the user.

5.2 Architecture

Figure 5.1 shows the architecture we decided on for our solution. Next to the existing SSH client and server, we introduce a certificate authority. This CA takes over tasks of the OpenSSH certificate authority required due to the use of OpenSSH certificates (see 4.3.6). Additionally, it is responsible for communication with one or multiple motley_cue instances running on OpenSSH servers.

Based on this architecture, we identified the need to implement three separate programs, described below:

- A certificate authority issuing OpenSSH certificates (called oinit-ca).
- A command-line program to use alongside ssh (called oinit).
- A program responsible for user switching on the server, extending sshd’s functionality (called oinit-switch).

This suite of programs is referred to as oinit. While functionally completely different, this name was chosen in reference to the kinit program which is used to obtain a ticket for Kerberos authentication in SSH.
On the client, the oinit command-line interface allows the user to enable OpenID Connect authentication for specific OpenSSH servers. The Domain Name System (DNS) is used to determine the CA responsible for an OpenSSH server, for which authentication should be enabled and prepared. This process is described in detail in the following section 5.3. oinit is invoked via the Match exec configuration keyword whenever the user issues a ssh command. Communication with oidc-agent and ssh-agent is realized with Unix sockets. For communication with the CA, REST via HTTPS is used.

The oinit-ca offers a REST API via HTTP and runs behind a reverse proxy which supports HTTPS. The CA issues user and host certificates for multiple clients and OpenSSH servers. For this, it can be configured with URLs of multiple motley_cue instances. oinit-ca uses motley_cue’s REST API to request supported providers and to deploy user accounts. The CA is designed to be able to operate separately from any OpenSSH server. Due to its REST API, it is loosely coupled and independent from any SSH connection. For simpler scenarios with a single OpenSSH server, oinit-ca however can also be operated on the same physical or virtual server as sshd and motley_cue.

On all servers supporting OpenID Connect authentication, motley_cue is deployed behind a reverse proxy for HTTPS support. The OpenSSH daemon is configured to accept user certificates issued by the CA, however no further custom configuration is required. After successful authentication of a client, sshd calls oinit-switch as it is embedded in user certificates with the force-command critical option.

We decided to implement all programs in the Go programming language, mainly be-
cause of three reasons:

- **crypto/ssh package**: The built-in crypto/ssh package implements a SSH client and server and therefore supports, among other things, generation and parsing of keys, as well as creation and signing of certificates. In addition, the package implements the agent protocol \(^{[14]}\), which allows direct interaction with the authentication agent without the need to rely on installed programs such as ssh-add. A drawback of this implementation is the limitation to Unix sockets, therefore some operating systems such as Microsoft Windows are not supported.

- **oidc-agent library**: An official library for interacting with oidc-agent called liboidcagent-go\(^{[1]}\) is available. The library communicates with the agent via Unix sockets and supports requesting access tokens directly from Go code. Like the crypto/ssh package however, it currently does not support the Microsoft Windows operating system.

- **Typed, compiled, cross-platform language**: Go is a typed language which compiles to statically linked binaries, which means that users do not need to have any dependencies such as an interpreter installed, as is the case with e.g., Python programs. The language can compile to programs for all major operating systems and CPU architectures, for this it includes features for easy cross-platform development such as build constraints and build configuration via environment variables\(^{[2]}\).

Like OpenSSH Portable, all programs are part of a single code repository which allows the same code to be shared between multiple programs. The repository follows the Standard Go Project Layout\(^{[3]}\), a non-official but widely recognized project structure. The implementation of oinit-ca, oinit and oinit-switch is described in sections 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6.

### 5.3 Two-step process

The oinit command-line program must allow the user to enable certificate-based authentication for specific OpenSSH servers that support it. Additionally, some configuration of ssh is required to enable OpenSSH certificate authentication (as outlined in section 4.3.6). Therefore, the first SSH connection to an OpenSSH server is preceded by a one-time preparation step described in section 5.3.1. After that, any SSH connection to this server can use authentication based on certificates and follows the same steps described in section 5.3.2. Figure 5.2 shows in which step certificate generation and ssh configuration take place.

\(^{[1]}\) [https://github.com/indigo-dc/liboidcagent-go/tree/master](https://github.com/indigo-dc/liboidcagent-go/tree/master)

\(^{[2]}\) [https://pkg.go.dev/cmd/go](https://pkg.go.dev/cmd/go)

\(^{[3]}\) [https://github.com/golang-standards/project-layout](https://github.com/golang-standards/project-layout)
5.3.1 Preparation

Figure 5.3 shows the steps undertaken in preparation. When enabling OpenID Connect authentication for an OpenSSH server (host), the o init-ca responsible for that server must be found first. The user might specify the HTTP URL manually, if not DNS is used to determine it. For this, the OpenSSH host administrator must publish a TXT record containing the CA URL beforehand. If the OpenSSH host address is login.example.com, o init will search for a TXT record publish for the domain _oinit-ca.login.example.com or _oinit-ca.example.com. Additionally, users can enable OpenID Connect authentication for multiple servers using a wildcard pattern like *.example.com, which matches all subdomains of example.com.

As the ~/.ssh/known_hosts file must be modified to support certificate authentication (see section 4.3.6), the OpenSSH host CA public key must be determined. For this, o init calls o init-ca via its REST API and appends the received public key to the known hosts.

o init also writes the CA URL and OpenSSH host address to its own ~/.ssh/_ oinit_hosts file. This is necessary to distinguish between hosts with and without OpenID Connect authentication enabled. Additionally, this way the CA URL must not be determined again every time o init is invoked.

Lastly, the preparation step also modifies the ssh configuration file at ~/.ssh/ config. A Match exec section is added to invoke o init automatically every time a ssh command is run. This is only done once and only if the configuration does not already contain o init’s Match exec section.
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Figure 5.3: Sequence diagram of steps undertaken in preparation process. Note that the reverse proxy in front of oinit-ca is not displayed.

5.3.2 Connection

As shown in figure 5.4, oinit is automatically invoked via the Match exec section added in the preparation process whenever a ssh command is run. oinit first reads its ~/.ssh/oinit_hosts to determine whether the targeted host has OpenID Connect authentication enabled. If not, oinit exists with a non-zero status code to indicate that ssh shall continue with evaluation of the remaining configuration file. Otherwise, a process with the end goal of obtaining an OpenSSH certificate is started.

First, oinit makes sure that no certificate is already present in the agent. If it is, then the user has already connected to this host before and received a certificate that is still valid. oinit can therefore exit and does not need to request a new certificate.

Next, an OpenID Connect access token is required. The user might have given a token via environment variables to oinit, in which case this step is skipped. oinit first requests a list of supported identity providers and required scopes from oinit-ca. As the CA knows motley_cue’s address and port, it forwards this request. The received list of providers and scopes is then forwarded back to oinit. The user is then prompted to select a provider. Already configured and loaded accounts in oidc-agent are considered and
presented to the user in this step. Additionally, an optional pre-selection of a provider via environment variables is supported. After a selection is made by the user, \texttt{oidc-agent} is called to obtain an access token.

\texttt{oinit} then requests an OpenSSH certificate from \texttt{oinit-ca} using the obtained access token and the public key of a freshly generated SSH key pair. \texttt{oinit-ca} uses then access token to request deployment of a user account from \texttt{motley_cue}. If a user account for the federated identity belonging to the access token already exists, no new account is generated. With the returned username from \texttt{motley_cue}, \texttt{oinit-ca} then generates a new OpenSSH certificate based on the given public key. It is signed with the user CA private key and sent back to \texttt{oinit}, which loads both the certificate and the previously generated private key into \texttt{ssh-agent}. \texttt{oinit} exists with a status code of zero, which indicates to \texttt{ssh} that the \texttt{Match exec} section matches, and defined keyword must be applied to the SSH connection. This include the defined service user "oinit", which is used for the connection.

\texttt{ssh} automatically selects the freshly received certificate and private key from \texttt{ssh-agent} to authenticate at \texttt{sshd}. After successful authentication, the \texttt{force-command} is executed and invokes \texttt{oinit-switch}. With the username generated by \texttt{motley_cue} before, \texttt{oinit-switch} prepares the user environment and switches to the personal user account. Any SSH command which might have been specified by the user is run, otherwise an interactive shell is presented. When the executed command or the shell exits, the SSH connection is closed as usual.

### 5.4 Certificate authority

\texttt{oinit-ca} is responsible for three tasks:

1. Offering public information about multiple OpenSSH servers (host CA public key, supported providers & scopes)
2. Deploying users in exchange for OpenID Connect access tokens by calling \texttt{motley_cue}
3. Issuing OpenSSH certificates containing \texttt{oinit-switch} and the deployed username as \texttt{force-command}

\texttt{oinit-ca} is implemented as a standalone executable that offers a REST API built using the Gin framework\(^4\). For communication with \texttt{motley_cue}, a simple API client is implemented. Otherwise, only built-in Go packages such as \texttt{crypto/sha} are used.

As \texttt{oinit-ca} only implements unencrypted HTTP, however transferred data contains sensitive information such as OpenID access tokens, a reverse proxy such as nginx, traefik, Caddy or the Apache web server that terminates HTTPS should be used.

\(^4\)\url{https://github.com/gin-gonic/gin}
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Figure 5.4: Sequence diagram of steps undertaken in connection process. Note that the reverse proxies in front of `oinit-ca` and `motley_cue` are not displayed.

5.4.1 API endpoints

Three REST endpoints covering all CA tasks are implemented in `oinit-ca`. All request and response bodies are formatted in JSON. JSON is commonly used for REST APIs,
follows a simple specification and has widespread support in major programming languages. Figure 5.5 shows the Swagger UI based on the OpenAPI specification generated and included in oinit-ca. A small API client for oinit-ca is also implemented for use in the oinit command line client.

**Get API version**

The GET /version endpoint returns the API version supported by the oinit-ca instance (currently 1.0.0). This is useful for future revisions of the API, as clients such as oinit can dynamically change their behavior based on available endpoints.

**Get host information**

For a given OpenSSH host address (such as login.example.com), the GET /{host} endpoint returns both the host CA public key and supported providers (along with required scopes). The host CA public key is requested by oinit in the preparation process (see section 5.3.1) and added to ~/.ssh/known_hosts. The list of supported providers is used in the connection process (see section 5.3.2) and displayed to the user for selection. For this information, oinit-ca calls the motley_cue instance running on the OpenSSH host. A small API client supporting required motley_cue endpoints is implemented for this. To improve performance, the response by motley_cue is cached for a configurable time (10 minutes by default).

---

https://www.openapis.org
Generate SSH certificate

The POST /{host}/certificate endpoint is used by oinit in the connection process (section 5.3.2). Given an OpenID Connect access token and OpenSSH public key, oinit-ca calls motley_cue to deploy a personal user account. If the user is authorized to use the service (configured in motley_cue based on e.g., levels of assurance, virtual organization/group memberships), a new OpenSSH certificate is generated based on the given public key. This certificate is then signed with the according user CA private key and returned as serialized string.

An example OpenSSH user certificates issued by oinit-ca is shown in figure 5.6. The Public key field contains the public key given in the API request, while Signing CA is a signature created using the user CA private key. The Key ID field is set to oinit@<host address> with the host address being the address of the OpenSSH server. This field is used by oinit to determine which host a certificate was issued for (and therefore whether requesting a new certificate is required or not), as OpenSSH certificates do not offer this information by default. A Serial number is not used and therefore set to the default value of 0. The certificate validity interval is set according to the oinit-ca configuration (see section 5.4.2). The list of principals includes both the "oinit" service user used by SSH connections, as well as the username generated by motley_cue. While not necessary, this allows the user to connect using his personal user account instead of the service user, if known. Special care is taken in oinit-switch to account for this. The force-command is set to the oinit-switch program along with the generated username as program argument. Lastly, the Extensions are reduced to only two permissions compared to the default list for security reasons. The default list includes permission for port and X11 forwarding, which we do not expect to be required in most scenarios. oinit-ca can be easily extended to allow a configuration of these extensions.

```
$ ssh-keygen -L -f example-user-key-cert.pub
example-user-key-cert.pub:
  Type: ssh-ed25519-cert-v01@openssh.com user certificate
  Public key: ED25519-CERT SHA256:rkSKv...
  Signing CA: ED25519 SHA256:xw9aV... (using ssh-ed25519)
  Key ID: "oinit@login.example.com"
  Serial: 0
  Valid: from 2023-09-01T14:30:00 to 2023-09-02T14:30:00
  Principals:
    oinit
    user
  Critical Options:
    force-command oinit-switch user
  Extensions:
    permit-agent-forwarding
    permit-pty
```

Figure 5.6: Example of an OpenSSH user certificate issued by oinit-ca.
5.4.2 Configuration

oinit-ca supports a configuration file that specifies which OpenSSH hosts are managed by the CA. In addition, the configuration file contains the required motley_cue REST API URLs for all hosts. Figure 5.7 shows an example configuration file in the INI file format. The configuration file is separated into host groups via INI sections, such as [example.com]. The host group name itself is not used and rather helpful for administrators. A host group contains an arbitrary number of OpenSSH hosts along with their motley_cue API URLs, which the oinit-ca instance supports and issues certificates for. The figure shows the definition of two hosts, one of which makes use of wildcard matching to match any OpenSSH host with a domain ending in .pool.example.com. All hosts in a host group share the same configuration options which include the host and user CA public key pair used for OpenSSH certificates, a duration for which motley_cue responses are cached, and the validity of issued user certificates. Validity intervals start with the current time/date and can be configured to end after either a fixed duration or to inherit the end time from the OpenID Connect access token.

An arbitrary number of host groups with unique names can be configured. Additionally, all mentioned configuration options can be defined on top of the file (outside any host group) to act as default values for all host groups.

```
[example.com]
# <host address> = <motley_cue API URL>
login.example.com = https://login.example.com:8443
*.pool.example.com = https://login.pool.example.com:8443

host-ca-privkey = /etc/oinit-ca/host-ca
host-ca-pubkey = /etc/oinit-ca/host-ca.pub
user-ca-privkey = /etc/oinit-ca/user-ca
user-ca-pubkey = /etc/oinit-ca/user-ca.pub

cache-duration = 600 # in seconds
cert-validity = token # inherit from access token
```

Figure 5.7: Example oinit-ca configuration file.

5.5 Command-line client

The oinit command-line program must allow the user to enable OpenID Connect authentication for specific OpenSSH servers. In addition, it is also invoked by ssh to prepare said authentication. Therefore, oinit implements multiple sub-commands including add, list, delete and match.
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5.5.1 Adding and deleting hosts

The `oinit list` sub-command lists all OpenSSH servers for which OpenID Connect authentication is currently enabled. This includes servers added by the user (to `~/.ssh/oinit_hosts`), as well as a system-wide configuration (`/etc/ssh/oinit_hosts`). While the system-wide configuration can only be manually modified by a system administrator, it is useful for multi-user systems or computer pools.

To add new hosts, users can run the `oinit add <host address> [CA URL]` sub-command. If no CA URL is given, it is automatically determined using DNS. The `oinit add` sub-commands implements the preparation process described in section 5.3.1. It calls `oinit-ca` to receive a host CA public key, which is written to `~/.ssh/known_hosts` using a special `@cert-authority` syntax (see figure 5.2). The enabled host address alongside the CA URL is written to the custom `~/.ssh/oinit_hosts` file shown in figure 5.8. Note that this is not the `motley_cue` API URL, which is unknown to `oinit`. Additionally, the `~/.ssh/config` is modified once to include a Match exec section invoking the `oinit match` sub-command (see figure 5.9).

OpenID Connect authentication can also be disabled again using the `oinit delete` sub-command, which removes the host address from `~/.ssh/oinit_hosts` as well as existing certificates from the `ssh-agent`.

```
$ cat ~/.ssh/oinit_hosts
login.example.com:22 https://login.example.com
```

Figure 5.8: Example `~/.ssh/oinit_hosts` file.

```
$ cat ~/.ssh/config
# This 'Match' block was added by oinit.
#
# Please make sure it stays positioned on top of your ssh config
# file, assuring it will be applied before other 'Host' or 'Match'
# blocks that may interfere with oinit.
Match exec "oinit match %h %p"
    User oinit

... (remaining configuration)
```

Figure 5.9: `ssh` configuration file with `oinit`’s Match exec section.

5.5.2 Connecting to hosts

The `oinit match <host> <port>` sub-command is invoked by `ssh` with host and port replaced by actual values of the target OpenSSH server. This sub-command implements the connection process described in section 5.3.2.
The crypto/ssh package is used for communication with ssh-agent, as well as generation of an OpenSSH key pair and de-serialization of received certificates. For communication with oidc-agent, the liboidcagent-go library is used. A simple API client is used to interact with oinit-ca. Otherwise, only built-in Go packages are used.

A notable detail is that everything written to the standard output (stdout) is not displayed to the user, but rather hidden by the sshd process. To circumvent this, especially because oinit match must prompt the user for an identity provider to use, the program writes to the attached Teletypewriter (TTY) directly.

5.6 User switching

The oinit-switch program is invoked by OpenSSH, due to it being embedded in the issued certificates as force-command option. It is responsible for transparently switching to the correct Unix user (referred to as target user here), setting up the user environment and invoking a shell. Additionally, oinit-switch must be able to execute commands directly instead of starting an interactive login session in case a command was given to OpenSSH.

When oinit-switch is invoked, the username of the target user is given as program argument. As all connections to OpenSSH use the oinit user, the program is executed as that user. The oinit user is set up without any special permissions or access to the sudo command, the challenge therefore is to find a way to allow switching to target users without further input such as a password.

5.6.1 setuid bit and dropping privileges

As switching to or executing programs as an arbitrary other user without prompting for a user password requires root permissions, our first approach was to make use of the setuid kernel feature. By setting the setuid bit on executable file (with the command chmod u+s), the file is executed as the user owning the file, instead of as the user issuing the command to execute it. This results in the spawned Linux process having its effective uid (euid) set to the executable owner’s id, while the process uid (uid) remains as the one of the issuing user. The setuid bit is used in many programs in a default Linux-based operating system. For example, the passwd program allows any user to change his/her own password after a prompt for the current password. For it to be allowed to write the new hashed password to the /etc/passwd file (for a local Unix account), which is owned and only writable by the root user, the passwd program has the setuid bit set and is therefore executed with permissions of the root user. By using root as the owner of the oinit-switch program and setting the setuid bit, the program is therefore executed with root permissions. When run by OpenSSH, this allows the program to then make use of the similarly named setuid system call to drop its root privileges and instead be executed with the uid and euid of the target user. Any further interaction of the

---

6Short for superuser do or substitute user do; a common program used on Unix operating systems to execute commands as the super user (root user).
program with the operating system or kernel is therefore executed as the target user, re-gaining root permissions is not possible. To prevent any already logged in user from exploiting the `oinit-switch` program to switch to an arbitrary user, the program makes sure that the user executing the program is oinit by checking the `uid`. After switching to the target user, `oinit-switch` then prepares the environment by changing to the target users’ home directory and setting appropriate values for environment variables such as HOME, SHELL, USER and PATH. Variable values such as the user’s home directory and preferred shell are read from the `/etc/passwd` file. `oinit-switch` then continues to spawn an interactive login shell or execute a command directly, if given to OpenSSH.

While this approach does work for local Unix accounts, any other source of users configured on the system (such as LDAP, which `motley_cue` supports) will not. Additionally, this sketched approach does not yet consider the `/etc/shadow` file, which contains aging information about local Unix accounts. This is problematic, as `motley_cue` writes a past date into the `account expiration date` field when suspending local Unix users. By not respecting this file, `oinit-switch` still allows suspended users access to the system. Also, so far little attention has been paid to the configuration of the user environment. While the minimal required environment variables HOME, SHELL, USER and PATH are set to sensible values, no system configuration files such as `/etc/login.defs` are considered.

### 5.6.2 Unix tools

Because the extension of `oinit-switch` to reliably support PAM/Name Service Switch (NSS) and various system configuration files (including but not limited to `/etc/shadow` and `/etc/login.defs`) is out of scope for this thesis, error-prone and a re-implementation in Go does not yield a conceivable benefit, we instead opted to rely on existing and well-established Unix tools. In our research of well-established and commonly available Unix tools suited for use in `oinit-switch`, we considered `runuser`, `su` and `sudo`. While the manual page of `runuser` states that it is intended to be used by the root user, using the `setuid` bit on the `oinit-switch` executable file and then setting the `process uid` to 0 at runtime allows us to use the program anyway. However, the manual page also explains that most versions of `runuser` (like on Debian GNU/Linux) do use PAM for session management, however no authentication information are read from PAM, which disqualifies it for use in `oinit-switch`.

In contrast, the `su` program (from whose source code `runuser` is compiled with reduced features) is intended to be used by any user and does support PAM authentication information. `su` also considers system login configurations (such as the `/etc/login.defs` and `/etc/shadow` files) for local Unix accounts. Access to suspended or limited accounts is therefore not granted. Additionally, the program can be configured in a dedicated PAM configuration file (usually `/etc/pam.d/su`). This enables a configuration based on the `pam_succeed_if.so` module that allows a certain user to switch to arbitrary users without being prompted for the target user password (see figure 5.10). This also eliminates the need for the `setuid` bit on the `oinit-switch` executable. `su` is part of the `util-linux` package, which is installed by default on all major Linux distributions. We therefore decided to use `su` in `oinit-switch`. 
# Allow 'su <target>' without password if executing user is named oinit
auth [success=ignore default=1] pam_succeed_if.so use_uid user = oinit

# However, target user must not have uid 0 (root user)
auth sufficient pam_succeed_if.so uid ne 0

Figure 5.10: Extract from configuration file /etc/pam.d/su which allows user oinit to switch to an arbitrary user (except root) without being prompted for a password.

We also considered the commonly used program sudo. Like su, it does support switching to and the execution of commands as another user (with the -u argument). As it also considers any PAM authentication configuration and can be configured to allow password-less execution for certain users, sudo is a viable alternative. We however decided against it, as its configuration file (/etc/sudoers) does not allow excepting root as target user for password-less execution, which poses a security risk if not handled carefully. In addition, it is not always installed on Linux-based operating systems by default and therefore offers not benefit compared to su in our use case.

5.6.3 SSH command

In addition to switching users, oinit-switch must also consider that a user might have passed a command to execute, instead of requesting an interactive shell. Normally, the OpenSSH daemon sshd detects the passed command and executes it automatically. Due to the use of the force-command option in the oinit authentication flow however, any command specified by the user is overwritten and ignored. Because of this, oinit-switch must manually check for a possibly given command to execute. According to the sshd manual page, the original command is however always preserved in the SSH_ORIGINAL_COMMAND environment variable \[54\]. oinit-switch is therefore able to check if the variable is set and then execute it.

After some preparation and error checking, oinit-switch executes the su command with the correct arguments. Instead of making use of Go’s Output() or Run() helper functions from the os/exec package, oinit-switch directly executes the execve system call, provided via the Exec() function from package syscall. This approach was chosen because Go’s os/exec package uses follows a fork & execve approach. The use of fork results in an additional sub-process as a copy of itself, which is then immediately replaced by the su command. As the oinit-switch process only waits for its sub-process (the su command) to exit and then exits itself, it is unnecessary and wastes system resources such as memory. The direct use of the execve system call without a fork/clone prevents this additional process.

Figures \[5.11\] and \[5.12\] show the difference between these approaches. Note that in the latter figure, the oinit-switch process replaced itself with su and is no longer visible. The seemingly duplicate sshd: oinit@pts/0 process executed as user oinit is explained

\[7\]fork is the standard C library libc function name, the actual system call is named clone.
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Figure 5.11: Extract of process tree for an interactive ssh login using the os/exec package (fork & execve).

Figure 5.12: Extract of process tree for an interactive ssh login using execve directly.

by a privilege separation technique employed by sshd\(^8\). One can also observe that the su process follows the fork & execve approach instead of replacing itself via execve directly. This is explained by su needing to do PAM-related clean up tasks after the exit of its child process\(^9\).

5.7 User workflow

After installation and configuration of all oinit programs, as well as motley_cue and sshd, ssh is ready to use OpenID Connect authentication for specific OpenSSH servers. First, the desired OpenSSH server must be added with the oinit add sub-command (figure 5.13). oinit list shows that the added host is now managed by oinit. Opening a SSH connection (without specifying a username) invokes oinit automatically. The user is asked to select from a list of supported OpenID Connect identity providers. Configured and loaded accounts in oidc-agent are also shown to the user.

After selection, the user may be asked for a passphrase by oidc-agent. If an identity provider is selected, for which no oidc-agent configuration exists, it is dynamically created\(^10\). This may include opening one or multiple windows (not shown), after which focus is returned to the terminal.

The user is informed that a temporary OpenSSH certificates was received, after which

---

\(^{8}\)https://serverfault.com/a/585782

\(^{9}\)https://github.com/util-linux/util-linux/issues/325#issuecomment-227398119

\(^{10}\)Since oidc-agent version 5.
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$ oinit add example.com
i Determined CA from DNS: https://ca.example.com
+ example.com:22 was added.

$ oinit list
i The following hosts are managed by oinit:
   example.com:22

$ ssh example.com
[1] https://aai-dev.egi.eu/auth/realms/egi
[7] https://wlcg.cloud.cnaf.infn.it
 ? Please select a provider to use [1-7]: 6
+ Received a certificate which is valid until 2023-09-01 14:30:00 +0200 CEST
nogroup001@example.com:~$ whoami
nogroup001

$ scp test.txt example.com:~
test.txt 100%  50KB 549.6KB/s 00:00

$ ssh example.com "whoami && ls -l *.txt"
nogroup001
-rw-r--r-- 1 nogroup001 nogroup 5 Aug 9 15:54 test.txt

Figure 5.13: Output of oinit add, oinit list and a subsequence SSH connection. nogroup001 is the username generated by motley_cue.

He/she is presented with an interactive login shell, running as a personal user account. Programs relying on SSH, such as rsync and git or scp (shown in figure) work as expected. Commands directly specified by the user are also executed as the personal user account.
Evaluation

In this chapter, we evaluate our implementation regarding correctness, performance, security, and the achievement of the self-defined goals.

6.1 Testing

To verify the correctness of individual functions throughout all oinit programs, we implemented unit test cases. We make use of Go’s built-in testing capabilities (the testing package and go test command) as well as the widely used toolkit testify. All unit tests are run as part of a Continuous Integration (CI) pipeline in the source code repository.

As the correct interaction of all oinit programs among themselves as well as ssh, sshd, ssh-agent, oidc-agent, and motley_cue is critical, we also run an integration test on three different operating systems. This test simulates an entire workflow by installing and configuring all programs, enabling OpenID Connect authentication for a local OpenSSH daemon and finally executing a command via SSH, verifying that authentication and command execution succeeded.

To evaluate the oinit-ca REST API, we ran a collection of fuzzing tools randomly testing all routes with different HTTP request headers and bodies. While no problems directly related to oinit could be found, we followed recommendations of changing some HTTP response status codes to better suited ones. The fuzzing tool was able to force some HTTP 500 response codes for excessively long request headers, however these errors are known limitations of Go’s built-in HTTP implementation, therefore not related to oinit directly and do not represent a problem for real-world scenarios.

To get notified about bugs, performance issues and possible security vulnerabilities, we also regularly run the static analysis programs staticcheck, go vet and GitHub’s CodeQL Go analyzer as part of the CI pipeline.

1. github.com/stretchr/testify
2. https://endava.github.io/cats/
3. This code indicates an internal server error
4. https://staticcheck.dev
6.2 Latency

To offer a good user experience, authentication using the oinit programs should be fast with as little latency as possible. As oinit does not implement any computationally intensive algorithms but rather interconnects multiple services across multiple servers, the network latency plays a major role in the perceived performance. Based on the sequence diagrams shown in 5.3, we aimed to reduce the number of network requests.

First, whenever oinit add is run to enable OpenID Connect authentication for an OpenSSH host, the automatically determined oinit-ca/reverse proxy URL is permanently stored in ~/.ssh/oinit_hosts. This prevents DNS requests every time a connection to the enabled server is made. If the CA URL does change at some point, users are required to delete and add the host via oinit del/oinit add again.

Second, we introduced a temporary cache for the request of supported providers from oinit-ca to motley_cue. This prevents a chained HTTP request, for which the SSH client must wait. We do not expect the supported providers to change regularly for a motley_cue instance, therefore the first response is cached for a configurable time. By caching the motley_cue response at the CA and not the oinit client program, all clients communicating with the CA benefit from decreased response times.

We found that all remaining network requests are necessary and cannot be cached.

6.3 Security

As defined in G6, authentication using oinit must be secure and tamper-proof. By using HTTPS for all communication between REST APIs, we make sure that no sensitive data (e.g., access tokens) can be read by a third party. For the SSH connection itself, oinit relies on standard OpenSSH certificate authentication without modifications, we therefore rely on OpenSSH’s security guarantees.

Still, we identified two possible security problems related to the use of certificate authentication and user switching. As an OpenSSH administrator delegates authorization decisions to a certificate authority, he/she must trust the CA to correctly issue user certificates with the embedded force-command. Section 6.3.1 describes the problem and mitigation of a missing force-command. On the OpenSSH server, we rely on oinit-switch to securely switch to a personal user account. A security problem we identified due to the use of su is described in section 6.3.2.

6.3.1 Service user interactive access

While the oinit service user has no administrative rights, it is allowed via PAM to switch to other user accounts without requiring their password. Interactive shell access to the oinit user therefore poses an opportunity for abuse, which must be prevented.

By default, the user is created without a password and without any configured authorized public keys for SSH access. Nobody except system administrators is therefore
able to directly access the oinit user. However, as this service user is used for all SSH connections before switching to the correct target user (see section 5.6), oinit relies on the execution of the force-command present in certificates to not grant interactive access. For example, a force-command set to force-command: 'oinit-switch example' instructs the OpenSSH daemon to execute /bin/bash -c 'oinit-switch example' as the oinit user. If the daemon would not execute the force-command, for example due to a bug, interactive shell access as the oinit user would be granted. Similarly, the oinit certificate authority could mistakenly issue a certificate without the force-command being set, which would also result in interactive access. While this should never happen, we still want to prevent this attack vector.

To mitigate these unlikely but possible scenarios, we implement a custom shell to replace /bin/bash for the oinit user. This program, called oinit-shell, must prevent interactive access however still allow the execution of the oinit-switch force-command for user switching to work. To achieve this, oinit-shell carefully checks its arguments to only allow the execution of /usr/bin/oinit-shell -c 'oinit-switch ...' but no other command. Passing no arguments also results in an error to prevent interactive access. This approach is inspired by git-shell, a shell restricting SSH access to only a few commands required for the git program to work. After validating its arguments, the passed oinit-switch command is executed via the execve system call, which replaces the currently running process and initializes a new stack and heap. Without prior forking, this hides the custom shell in the process tree.

To enable oinit-shell, it must be configured as the default shell for the oinit user at creation time or later using the chsh command.

### 6.3.2 TTY injection

In Unix based operating systems, the Teletypewriter subsystem is a core concept of interaction with processes. It stems from the early days of computers when physical typewriters were used to interact with computers. In modern kernels such as Linux, the TTY is a subsystem responsible for handling user input including line editing commands such as backspace, clear and reprint. The concept of pseudo terminals (pty) with a master and slaves (pts) was introduced to allow terminal emulation in userland. A single so-called TTY device can be attached to multiple Linux processes at the same time. While one process receives its input from the device (stdin) and outputs to it (stdout), the other processes run in the background.

The ioctl system call allows interaction with the TTY subsystem and pseudo terminals. Problematic is its TIOCSTI command, which can insert arbitrary input to a process’s attached TTY. Figure 6.1 shows that by default, the su command used in oinit-switch for user switching (see section 5.6) is vulnerable to an attack enabled by the TIOCSTI command.

---

5This assumes GNU Bash (Bourne Again SHell: https://www.gnu.org/software/bash/) as the default shell, however this behavior is equivalent for all shells.

6https://git-scm.com/docs/git-shell

7A TTY device is the TTY driver plus a so-called line discipline configuration, residing as a file in the /dev directory (e.g., /dev/pts/0).
command. A malicious user could stop the -bash process using SIGSTOP\(^8\) and then make use of the ioctl system call to send input to the parent su process as if entered by hand, which is run as the root user\(^9\).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>USER</th>
<th>TTY</th>
<th>Command</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>root</td>
<td>(no tty)</td>
<td>sshd: /usr/sbin/sshd -D [listener] 0 of 10-100 startups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oinit</td>
<td>(no tty)</td>
<td>sshd: oinit [priv]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>root</td>
<td>pts/0</td>
<td>su - user --pty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>user</td>
<td>pts/0</td>
<td>-bash</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6.1: Extract of process tree showing su’s default behavior. Note the identical pts/0 pseudo terminal for both su and the bash subprocess.

While the TIOCSTI command can be optionally disabled since Linux 6.2\(^10\), we expect most Linux based operating systems to still be vulnerable to this attack. In its manual page, the authors of su state that the --pty/-P argument can be used to protect against terminal injection using the ioctl system call \(^55\). The attack is mitigated by creating a separate pseudo terminal slave for the subprocess of su, which can be seen in figure 6.2. This is a simple mitigation which we decided to use in oinit-switch for interactive sessions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>USER</th>
<th>TTY</th>
<th>Command</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>root</td>
<td>(no tty)</td>
<td>sshd: /usr/sbin/sshd -D [listener] 0 of 10-100 startups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oinit</td>
<td>(no tty)</td>
<td>sshd: oinit@pts/0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>root</td>
<td>pts/0</td>
<td>su - user --pty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>user</td>
<td>pts/1</td>
<td>-bash</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6.2: Extract of process tree showing su with --pty argument. Note the different pts/1 pseudo terminal for the bash subprocess.

However, we found that using the --pty argument with su breaks some non-interactive SSH sessions. This includes programs relying on SSH, such as scp, git and rsync. We identified the cause being that ssh by default does not request a TTY device from the OpenSSH daemon when executing command directly. In our case, that means that the oinit-switch or its replacing su process is started without an attached TTY. The use of su --pty for ioctl TIOCSTI mitigation however results in a pseudo terminal device being created for the subprocess, nonetheless. This device sets some default input/output related terminal configuration including column/row counts, line break and end of line (EOL) characters. Due to this, the text-based data exchanged by programs such as

---

\(^8\)A signal sent from the kernel to a process to stop it.
\(^9\)https://www.erno.fr/TTYPushback.html
\(^10\)https://git.kernel.org/pub/scm/linux/kernel/git/torvalds/linux.git/commit/?id=83efeeeb3d04
scp, git and rsync with a respective process on the OpenSSH server via SSH contains unexpected line breaks, resulting in errors.

While we experimented with manual TTY configuration, we found no easy way to prevent this behavior. As we also did not intend to change the source code of programs relying on SSH to be compatible again, we decided to not use su’s --pty argument for non-interactive commands. However, as ssh allows forcing TTY creation from the OpenSSH daemon even for non-interactive access, users aware of this decision could gain access to an interactive session without any mitigation. For example, a user running ssh -tt example.com /bin/bash would gain access to an interactive shell process without the su --pty mitigation and could therefore run an ioctl TIOCSVTI attack.

To fix this issue, an option is to whitelist certain commands and allow them to be run without the mitigation. We decided against this, as this requires extensive knowledge of all programs that users might want to run via SSH and updating the oinit-switch source code for every new command. Instead, we decided to modify oinit-switch to not allow any TTY to be present when executing commands. This does break the legitimate use case of requesting a TTY for directly running interactive commands, such as ssh -tt example.com htop\footnote{htop is an interactive process viewer}. However, we expect the number of users aware of the ssh -tt argument to be small in the first place. Additionally, normal interactive access is still always possible by first connecting via ssh example.org and then executing htop via the interactive shell on the server.

6.4 Verification of goals

In section \hbox{4.1} we defined six goals that, according to our own opinion, should be fulfilled by an OpenID Connect authentication mechanism for OpenSSH. These goals are aimed towards a secure implementation and a good user experience. We verify if and how our chosen approach and implementation fulfills these goals.

**G1: No change in users’ workflows**
oinit integrates seamlessly into any ssh command, which can be used as always. No wrapper script or program is required to authenticate at the OpenSSH server using OpenID Connect. Users are only required to enable the oinit workflow for one or multiple servers (using wildcards) once. Therefore, users are not required to change their existing workflows, with the one notable exception being that the remote username must not be specified, as this will overwrite the service username used by oinit and prevent successful authentication.

All built-in OpenSSH functionalities such as jump hosts, agent forwarding, and the execution of commands are supported with OpenID Connect authentication. External programs relying on SSH, such as scp, git and rsync can also be used without problems. Due to the mitigation of a security problem, the only built-in functionality not working correctly is the request of a TTY when executing commands, as described in section \hbox{6.3.2}.

No manual intervention in the form of inserting or copying access token is required
from the user. The user is only prompted to select from a list of supported OpenID Connect identity providers, which can be prevented by a pre-selection using environment variables, if desired.

We conclude that no change in users’ workflows is necessary in most cases.

G2: Multiple OpenID Connect identity providers
When a connection to an OpenID Connect authentication-enabled OpenSSH server is made, the user is prompted to select from a list of supported identity providers. This list stems from the configuration of motley_cue, which can support multiple OpenID Connect identity providers. We therefore conclude that oinit fulfills this goal.

It must be noted that in its current implementation, oinit always uses an OpenSSH certificate for a given server if present. If a user wants to connect to the same server using a different identity provider, the existing certificate can be manually removed from ssh-agent. Unfortunately, ssh does not support explicitly selecting a ssh-agent identity to use when connecting to a server, therefore using two different identity providers for a single OpenSSH server simultaneously without removing an identity is not possible.

G3: Retain the benefits of federated identities
oinit makes use of oidc-agent, which enabled SSO-like capabilities by loading so-called configurations into memory. That means that no password or other form of unlocking is necessary after the first time. As oinit supports any OpenID identity provider that oidc-agent and motley_cue are configured for and only forwards access tokens, interoperability is also granted. Additionally, credential expiry is retained as certificates issued by the oinit CA expire after a configurable time (or at the same time as the OpenID Connect access token). Revocation of credentials is also supported, as oinit does not allow access after user accounts are suspended or limited by motley_cue.

As oinit is based on OpenSSH certificates, drawbacks of other authentication methods including passwords and private keys are prevented. The issued certificates are only valid for a limited time and therefore not re-usable limitlessly. As all certificates are signed by a trusted OpenSSH certification authority, forging them is also very difficult. Additionally, the risk of any credential compromise is reduced by never storing any key or certificate on disk. The required OpenSSH private/public key pair is generated and held in memory only, as is any received OpenSSH certificate that is only loaded into ssh-agent and never written to file.

G4: Dynamic usernames based on federated identity
Personal user accounts are deployed when a SSH connection is first made to an OpenSSH server. While the user accounts are deployed by an HTTP call preceding the actual SSH connection, this is a design decision reasoned by security reasons (see section 5) and not noticed by the user. Usernames are generated by motley_cue based on the claims contained in the access token (which is a JSON Web Token) and therefore chosen by the server. We conclude that user accounts are indeed deployed on-demand, which allows users to connect without knowledge of their personal account username.

G5: No source code changes
oinit extends OpenSSH’s functionality by automatically modifying configuration files and making use of built-in features, especially the certificate force-command critical option.
6.5. **LIMITATIONS**

No changes to the OpenSSH source code are therefore required. The built-in features oinit relies on (especially certificates and EdDSA keys) have been introduced years ago, therefore no recent version is required.

**G6: Secure and tamper-proof**

oinit relies on the security of OpenSSH certificates and does not tamper with the SSH connection itself. As discussed in section 6.3, oinit deploys mitigation techniques to prevent unwanted service user interactive access and TTY injection attacks, that could be used to impersonate other user accounts.

We conclude that our implementation mostly fulfills the defined goals, therefore oinit is a viable solution to extend OpenSSH with OpenID Connect authentication. However, the taken design decisions imply some limitations, which we discuss in the following section.

### 6.5 Limitations

oinit is based on some OpenSSH-specific features, including OpenSSH certificates and ssh’s Match exec configuration keyword. Therefore, oinit can only be used with the OpenSSH implementation of SSH. While other implementations do support some of OpenSSH’s features (for example, PuTTY supports OpenSSH certificates since 2022), they cannot be used as a drop-in replacement for ssh or sshd in our architecture. We already outlined this limitation alongside the defined goals in section 4.1.

Regarding operating systems, oinit is limited to Unix systems including Linux distributions and Apple macOS. For the oinit client program, this is because the used crypto/ssh Go package only supports Unix sockets for communication with ssh-agent. Similarly, the liboidcagent-go library only supports Unix sockets as well. While both ssh-agent and oidc-agent are available for non-Unix operating systems such as Windows, missing Go packages/libraries supporting Windows’ named pipes make an integration difficult. For the OpenSSH server, oinit is limited to Linux distributions only, as motley_cue currently is limited to Linux.

The use of OpenSSH certificates for oinit also introduces additional complexity and limitations. By default, an OpenSSH daemon is not configured to accept certificates and some configuration is necessary (see section 4.3.6). Also, because sshd only supports one certification authority simultaneously, the use of oinit prevents the use of OpenSSH certificates for authentication of unrelated users. The same user CA could be used for oinit and authentication of unrelated users, however that requires the possession of the user CA private key which implies the oinit CA being hosted on the same server as OpenSSH.

In general, the use of OpenSSH certificates introduces multiple trust relationships. OpenSSH server administrators give away the user authentication decision to the CA and must trust it to only issue user certificates to trusted users. Similarly, SSH users must trust the CA to not issue host certificates to untrusted servers. In comparison, password and public key authentication rely on Trust On First Use (TOFU). For oinit, this means that if a separate, trusted CA is not desired or possible, the CA must be hosted on the same server as the OpenSSH server.
6.6 Installation

All oinit source code is open source, hosted on GitHub and licensed under the MIT license\textsuperscript{12}. The repository also includes documentation for the installation and configuration of all programs.\textsuperscript{13} All four oinit binaries \texttt{oinit}, \texttt{oinit-ca}, \texttt{oinit-switch} and \texttt{oinit-shell} can be compiled from the same repository using standard Go tools. Alternatively, Linux packages with pre-built binaries are available for Debian- and RPM-based distributions.\textsuperscript{14} A Docker container image containing \texttt{oinit-ca} is available from the GitHub Container Registry\textsuperscript{15} as well.

When installed, the Linux packages install configuration files, create a system user, generate OpenSSH key pairs and set up systemd. However, a few manual configuration steps like the generation of a host CA public key for every desired OpenSSH server are still required. These steps are mentioned in the documentation.

\footnotesize
\textsuperscript{12}https://github.com/lbrocke/oinit
\textsuperscript{13}https://github.com/lbrocke/oinit/wiki
\textsuperscript{14}https://repo.data.kit.edu
\textsuperscript{15}https://github.com/lbrocke/oinit/pkgs/container/oinit-ca
Conclusion

In this chapter, we summarize the presented thesis and give suggestions for possible future work to extend oinit.

7.1 Summary

The goal of this thesis was to extend standard OpenSSH with support for authentication using federated identities. For this, we opted to rely on the established OpenID Connect protocol, which includes benefits such as SSO, scalability and interoperability. Our goals included to prevent any source code changes, while at the same time to provide a seamless integration into standard OpenSSH. We did not want users to be required to change any of their existing workflows. Additionally, we wanted to allow the usage of any OpenID Connect identity provider, for which user accounts are deployed dynamically and on-demand.

In this thesis, we presented our analysis of OpenSSH, including its existing authentication mechanisms and configuration options. Based on this research, we presented a concept and architecture on how to integrate OpenID Connect authentication into OpenSSH without any source code changes. We described the implementation of four individual programs, which interact with OpenSSH as well as oidc-agent and motley_cue to achieve this thesis’ goal. Also, we outlined multiple security problems and our approach of their mitigation. As a result, we present a suite of programs called oinit, that fulfills the goals we outlined for ourselves.

All oinit programs are publicly available under the MIT license, we additionally provide Linux packages and documentation for easy installation. For OpenSSH administrator and users, oinit provides a simple way to extend SSH with OpenID Connect authentication. It can be used alongside other solutions, such as mccli, depending on use case and environmental restrictions.

7.2 Future work

oinit is fully usable on Unix operating systems such as Linux distributions and Apple macOS. However, due to limitations of libraries and packages oinit is based on, other operating systems are not supported. This includes Microsoft Windows, for which OpenSSH
and `oidc-agent` are available. To make oinit available for more users, the implementation of named pipes for support of `ssh-agent` and `oidc-agent` are desirable.

In its current implementation, the oinit certificate authority does allow the configuration of issued OpenSSH certificates. This includes the OpenSSH user CA to sign certificates with, as well as the certificate validity. CA administrators may want to restrict or extend issued certificates even more, for example by making use of the certificate extensions feature to allow/restrict the use of agent/port/X11 forwarding or TTY allocation. Therefore, the oinit CA could be extended to allow for further configuration.

Our research and implementation of oinit is limited to OpenSSH, as it is the most widely used implementation of SSH. Due to the use of some OpenSSH-specific feature, other implementations such as Dropbear SSH and PuTTY cannot be used as a drop-in replacement. In future work, attempts at adapting oinit to support other SSH implementations could be made.
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Appendix

Commands used in example OpenSSH certificate setup

# Generate user key pair
$ ssh-keygen -t ed25519 -f user-key -C user-key

# Generate host key pair
$ ssh-keygen -t ed25519 -f host-key -C host-key

# Generate CA key pairs
$ ssh-keygen -t ed25519 -f host-ca -C host-ca
$ ssh-keygen -t ed25519 -f user-ca -C user-ca

# Issue host certificate 'host-key-cert.pub'
$ ssh-keygen -h -I example.com -n example.com -V +1w -s host-ca host-key.pub

# Issue user certificate 'user-key-cert.pub'
$ ssh-keygen -I user@example.com -n user -V +1d -s user-ca user-key.pub
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